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AGENDA

ATTENDANCE STANDARDS Triggers – how we know when someone has hit one

Relaunch/refresh of Weekly Absence Reports –
importance of accurate recording

Expected behaviours = Employee Guides

Types of leave and Time Off

Line Managers Guides

ATTENDANCE OPTIMISATION TOOLKIT Documents available and their use

Roles and Responsibilities – who does what

Occupational Health and EAP provision

SUPPORTING PEOPLE WITH POOR MENTAL HEALTH Key points from Guidance for Stena Line Managers

MAKING ADJUSTMENTS Quick run through of what constitutes an adjustment and 
when it’s required

Mental health/Physical health

Cumulative effect of making adjustments vs operational 
need

MYTH BUSTING and CASE STUDIES



• 2 absences in 6 calendar months

• 3 absences in 12 calendar months

• An absence lasting 28 days or more

TRIGGERS 

• Unauthorised leave (AWOL) – Failure to 
submit Fit Notes/Self Certs on time or at 
all

• Failure to make contact when requested

• Undertaking an activity which is 
incompatible with the genuineness of 
the reason given for absence 

• Development of a pattern of sickness 
absence that could tend to suggest that 
the sickness absence is not spontaneous

• Reaching 4.5% LWT in a 12-month 
period

• A return date which coincides with a 
move on to half pay or no pay 

• Going sick on days where a request for 
other leave has been declined

• Historical poor attendance over 2-3 
years



Relaunch/Refresh of Weekly Absence Reports

Replaces existing Weekly Absence Reporting Sheets

Does not replace monthly timesheets for payroll purposes

What’s new?

• To be completed by all ships on a weekly basis

• To be completed for SMD and OSSM

• Drop down menus with types of leave and reasons for absence

• Sent to absencereporting@stenaline.com

Use?

• To compile accurate sickness absence records for individuals

• To match absence patterns to triggers 

Source:

mailto:absencereporting@stenaline.com


Expected behaviours – employees’ self-
management
EMPLOYEES’ GUIDES TO ABSENCE (SMD and OSSM)

What to do:

• During first 7 days of absence

• After 7 days of absence

• When you’re well enough to return to work

• Triggers

• Company sick pay provision

• Misuse of company sick pay

• Other kinds of leave and pay provisions

Source:



Types of leave and the Pay Provisions

• Compassionate Leave (immediate family)

• Compassionate Leave (other relative or close friend)

• Dependents Leave

• Emergency Leave

• Sick Leave

• Medical and Dental Appointments

• Trade Union Duties

Source:



Line managers’ guides
• What is my role as line manager and what support can I get from the Fleet HR and Manning 

Teams?

• How will I know who does what?

• How will I know if someone is off sick?

• What can/should I say when discussing their absence?

- initial contact

- during first 7 days of absence

- after 7 days of absence

• What happens when the employee returns to work?

• What about absences related to disability and pregnancy?

• What about absences for other reasons (i.e. not ill health related)?

• What about unauthorised absence and employees who don’t turn up for work and don’t 
notify anyone?

• Other types of leave



ATTENDANCE OPTIMISATION TOOLKIT FOR MANAGERS

• OSS Line Manager and Employee Guides

• SMD Line Manager and Employee Guides

• Roles and Responsibilities

• OSS Onboard Flexi Bank Hours

• SMD Onboard Flexi Bank Days 

• ENG processes

• Managers/Officers Permanent ENG3 Process

• Mental Health Guidance for Stena Line Managers

• Wellness Action Plan

• Individual Stress Risk Assessment (and Guidance)

• Onboard Weekly Absence Reporting Sheet

• Return To Work pro forma

• Self-Certificate

Source:



Supporting people with 
poor mental health
• Managers need to know what to do in the instant they’re presented with a mental health 

emergency 

• Mental health conditions are very often periodic with people having long periods of 
wellness in between times

• Use the opportunity when a person is well to ask them what it is they want us to do for 
them when they become unwell – takes some of the sensitivities out of the situation

• Need to establish where a person’s stresses are coming from – often manifest as work-
related when it’s that and everything else – Individual Stress Risk Assessment



Making Adjustments
Employers must make reasonable adjustments to make sure workers with disabilities, or physical or mental 
health conditions, aren’t substantially disadvantaged when doing their jobs.

• What’s meant by reasonable?

• The nature of the person’s disability

• how practicable the changes are

• if the change they need would overcome the disadvantage they experience

• the size of the organisation

• how much money and resources are available

• the cost of making the changes

• if any changes have already been made

Accommodating a higher than normally acceptable absence level where the absences are caused by a disability 
is regarded as being a reasonable adjustment.

Cumulative effect of making adjustments?



What’s new?
Impact

Requirement to phone in every day for first 7 days of sickness absence (unless 
expressly stood down from doing so)

To minimise scope for people to phone in sick for a week with minor ailments and 
unnecessary cover being arranged.

Introduction of a Permanent ENG3 process – employees whose ill health prevents 
them returning to work for Stena Line or finding alternative work with another 
employer, will receive a payment of £8k in addition to their contractual PILON and 
holiday pay entitlements.

To get to a decision-making point more quickly in cases where there is a likelihood 
that the employee will be unable to return to work at Stena Line or elsewhere. Can 
recruit more quickly whilst recognising the contribution people have made during 
their career with the company.
To offset the costs of prolonged sick pay with a lump sum payment.

Introduction of Onboard Flexi Hours Scheme – Provision of a maximum of 36 hours 
for use by an employee to cover an emergency at home.  To be ‘repaid’ to the 
company within a 12 month period. (Participation by employees optional)

To introduce flexibility for seafarers to balance home pressures with work patterns.

Streamlining of roles and responsibilities To place actions where they will have the most impact between line managers, 
employees and Fleet/Manning HR Teams

Structured Action Plan for supporting people with mental ill health - guidance for 
managers to help identify stressors at work, earlier intervention by Occ Health, tips 
about how to approach mental health issues at work sensitively.

To assist managers to confidently provide good support to team members in poor 
mental health and maintain links with the workplace with a view to minimising the 
length of time the person needs to be away from work.

Clarification of leave alternatives to Sick Leave – setting down the time off provisions 
clearly

To distil out sick leave from compassionate leave and other clarify the company’s 
expectation for managers, reducing conflation of sick leave with caring 
responsibilities, hospital appointments  etc 
To ensure that the information discussed at Attendance reviews is based on accurate 
information

Improvements to weekly reporting quality – refresh of the weekly absence reporting 
sheets already in use.  Additional categories of leave in dropdown menu

To ease the burden of recording sick leave and absence for other reasons recording 
on managers by doing it weekly in ‘real time’ rather than retrospectively.



1. The Employee Guide resets the ‘rules’ regarding sickness absence notification which will 
empower managers and the company to enforce them consistently.

2. The Employee Guide clearly sets down the linkage between following the rules and 
entitlement to sick pay enabling the company to suspend sick pay where the rules are 
breached.

3. Attending Workshop Sessions will ensure that line managers have increased skills and 
confidence in their dealings with employees who are off sick.

4. The Workshop discussions and published FAQ’s will give line managers a better 
understanding of the balance between the company’s rights as an employer and the 
obligations/constraints upon a shipping company and plan cover more efficiently.

5. More collaborative working, between line managers and the Fleet HR/Fleet Manning 
Teams (as per the Roles and Responsibilities document in the Toolkit) will enable the 
distillation of non-genuine sickness absence from genuine sickness absence.

6. Additional temporary resource in the Fleet HR team will help smooth the transition from a 
period where ‘rules’ and disciplines have become relaxed to a more structured framework 
for action with employees and managers being more accountable for their decision-
making in respect of sickness absence management.

7. The additional resource will have a caseload and free up time for the Fleet HR Team to 
prepare for and attend monthly meetings with onboard management teams. 

8. Clarity around the alternative leave provisions will reduce carer-related ‘sickness absence’ 
and similar by providing alternative options, balancing the need to be a caring employer 
with meeting operational needs for cover.  

9. Alternative leave provisions will enable employees to take responsibility for planning for 
times where they will have a conflict between their work and homelife obligations and 
have some contingencies in place

Key points:



Myth busting and case studies

Source:



Line managers:

Start using the new Weekly Absence Reporting Sheet now

Read Toolkit documents and use them now

Brief team re Flexi Bank option and collect signed mandates 
(forward to FleetHR@stenaline.com with ‘Flexi Bank’ in the 
subject heading)

Distribute Employee Guides to team and collect signed mandates 
acknowledging receipt

HR:

Send a link out with access to the documents

Next steps?

mailto:FleetHR@stenaline.com

